Co-hosted by:

COMPLIMENTARY GUEST INVITATION:

Enabling a secure cloud: benchmarking intelligent cloud security
17 April 2018 – The Swan, Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, London
Roundtable discussion: 14:00-17:00.
Behind the scenes tour: 17:00-17:30.
Networking reception: 17:30-19:30.
Dear Colleague,
You are invited to attend this multi-faceted benchmarking discussion for CISOs, CIOs and senior risk and technology in-house professionals
directly responsible for greater adoption of cloud. Invited guests will share good practice taken from lessons learned in managing cloud
risk and security to create a ‘360 health-check’ and response plan. Unique rotating roundtable discussions will focus on security risks
across the various parts of the cloud security infrastructure – tackling internal silos head on as threats become ever more advanced in the
era of digital innovation.
Co-hosted by Pulse Conferences and Company85, the Cloud Security 360 Roundtable provides the opportunity to examine in-depth and
with combined peer group brain power, these different risk perspectives – CFO, GRC, CIO and CERT.
We hope you will find this the ideal time and place to connect with peers. Expand your network of trusted contacts to strengthen your
cloud security capacity and receive threat intelligence about cloud vulnerabilities, due diligence for 3rd party supply chain, incident
response measures and defending appropriately in the context of cloud adoption.
Situated in the unique setting of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, this inspiring space is the ideal venue for creative thinking. There is a
private behind the scenes tour of the Globe theatre arranged for you before the networking reception starts.
If you can accept this invitation, kindly reply using the details below to confirm that you can attend. Confirmations will be done on a ‘first
to confirm’ basis. There is no cost to attend this private discussion.
Many thanks for considering this invitation. We look forward to hearing from
you soonest.
Yours sincerely,
Team Pulse Conferences

3 ways to confirm your place
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7936 8985
Email: teampulse@pulseconferences.com
Register online:
www.cloudsecurity360roundtable.com

www.cloudsecurity360roundtable.com

Speakers
•
•
•

David Cripps, CISO, SETL
Quentyn Taylor, Director of Information Security - Europe, Middle East and Africa, Canon
Further CISOs, CIOs, senior strategists and innovators

Topics
A multi-faceted ‘360’ look at how the CISO and cybersecurity directors engage with other key functions that are directly
involved in key cloud decisions for investment, governance, innovation and resilience.

Roundtable 1: JUSTIFICATION: Cloud investment (CFO/ Business engagement perspective)
• Proven ways to win investment budget for your security strategy for the cloud • What are the financial risks and opportunities
involved in cloud adoption • What is the strategic mission of cloud migration • Security costings

Roundtable 2: WHAT ARE THE RISK CONSIDERATIONS: Health risk check (GRC perspective)
• Risks of unsanctioned cloud applications to your security stance • Legal, privacy and GDPR challenges with the cloud • Supply
chain due diligence • Security audit considerations • What should be agreed in advance in the cloud provider contract?

Roundtable 3: ACHIEVING THE CIO/CTO VISION WITH SECURITY BY DESIGN: Cloud innovation and transformation
(CTO/CIO perspective)
• What key business technology risk decisions do we make • How are we wrapping security around infrastructure

Roundtable 4: RESPONDERS PERSPECTIVE: Cloud incident response (CERT/ CNI perspective)
• What is the scope, source, magnitude and management response • What data and information should be collected • Who is
on the crisis team • At what stage should customers be informed • Insider attack versus attack via your cloud provider

Structure
Two facilitators (a practitioner and a senior strategist)
will lead each table. Each of the 4 tables will focus on a
given different 'perspective’ of cloud security risk.
Attendees will be asked to select 2 out of the possible
4 Roundtables below, rotating in groups with each
session lasting for 50 minutes. Facilitators and a notetaker will remain fixed to each table to lead and
capture the key discussion points, observing The
Chatham House Rule.

Shared output benefits
Notes will be taken throughout the roundtable
discussions. Once all the feedback has been compiled
and written up, the end-result will become the ‘Cloud
Security 360 health-check and risk plan’, a report that
will be distributed to all attendees in the weeks
following the event with the combined thoughts and
conclusions from the participating leading UK
companies.

Timings – half day
14:00-14:20 Arrivals, tea and coffee
14:20-14:35 Introduction and objective setting
14:35-14:50 Keynote / Case study
14:50-15:40 Roundtables 1-4 each working on a chosen 1st perspective
15:40-15:45 Short coffee break and participants rotate to chosen new table. Facilitators remain fixed to their perspective.
15:45-16:35 Roundtables 1-4 each working on a chosen 2nd perspective
16:35-16:55 Conclusions - each table shares back key findings to the whole group
16:55-17:00 Close of Roundtable
17:00-17:30 Behind the scenes tour at the Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre
17:30-19:30 Networking reception
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